PRIMARY SOURCE MEDIA

“It is safe to say that microform will continue to be an important force in
preserving archival and manuscript materials and making these materials more
widely available to both experienced and novice researchers.”
James Billington, Librarian of Congress

C o l o n i a l A m e ri ca a n d t h e
Early Republic Collections
F
FAALLLL 22001111

Colonial America and the
Early Republic
Studies
America, Britain and the War of
Independence: The Papers of Jeffrey,
Lord Amherst

naturalized American authors from this period.
Also included are a number of sermons, speeches,
belles lettres and journals deemed to be of
considerable literary interest (e.g. the sermons of
Cotton Mather, the Autobiography of Benjamin
Franklin, etc.). A number of authors have been
included whose life and literary output extend
beyond 1850 (e.g. William Cullen Bryant, 17941874), since the bulk of their most important
writing occurred within the specified period. The
strength of this collection lies in its broad coverage
of both major and minor writers, including
Washington Irving, Edgar Allan Poe, James
Fenimore Cooper, Stephen Foster, Thomas Paine,
Margaret Fuller, James Kirke Paulding, FitzGreene
Halleck, Sarah Wentworth Morton, Lydia
Sigourney, Estelle Lewis and Frances Sargent
Osgood.

Amherst played a pivotal role in the American War
of Independence. He was in continual contact with
the King and his First Minister, and with a diverse
range of American governors, ordinary soldiers
and the British political and military elite. His
papers illustrate first hand the key issues from
which revolution grew. His personal journals and
correspondence also detail Amherst’s earlier
European campaigns, and provide a valuable social
and political commentary on the events of the day.
H-333.000.

16 reels.

America’s Architectural History: Key
Titles from the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries

H-35.050.

American Fiction, 1774-1910

PREVIOUS TITLE: American Architectural Books

As the modern nation evolved, America witnessed
tumultuous changes in every aspect of society,
from politics and religion to economics and
morality. Contemporary fiction reflected these
radical shifts, as writers attempted to make sense
of the changing world around them.

Some of the most important printed sources of
architectural history from the 17th and 18th
centuries are brought together in this collection.
Based
on
the
bibliographies
American
Architectural Books, by Henry-Russell Hitchcock
and A List of Architectural Books Available
Before the Revolution by Helen Park, this
collection makes available more than 900 of the
most significant titles in architectural history. The
collection is filmed using the same sequence as the
listings in the Hitchcock and Park bibliographies,
presenting all titles that could be located. The
number assigned in the bibliographies appears
before each title in the film. The collection
includes a printed guide.
Part 1 - Henry Russell Hitchcock Bibliography.
Part 2 - Helen Park Bibliography.

6 reels.

This collection will appeal both to the researcher
who seeks insights into a culture in turmoil, and to
the scholar who is interested in exploring these
texts as works of art in their own right. American
Fiction, 1774-1910 contains pre-1900 works taken
directly from Lyle H. Wright’s American Fiction:
A Contribution Towards a Bibliography (San
Marino, California, 1965-69); and post-1900 works
from the Library of Congress Shelf List of
American Adult Fiction. It includes 10,800 novels,
romances, tales, short stories, fictitious
biographies, travels and sketches, allegories and
tract-like tales typifying the development of
American literature in a changing culture. A
standard reference work for literary scholars,
librarians and historians, Wright’s collection on
microfilm is nearly complete—perhaps one of the
most comprehensive in existence -- and will be an
asset to libraries providing source material on
American literature. American Fiction, 1774-1910
provides the user with access to rare editions of
the texts as they first appeared, as well as access to
the works of minor authors whose writings may be

114 reels.
14 reels.

1040. Complete collection: 128 reels.

American Literary Manuscripts, 16501850
This varied collection provides comprehensive
coverage of sources from the period 1650 to 1850,
which witnessed the birth of American literature
and the evolution of new and distinctive styles.
Included are verse, short stories, prose fiction,
satirical plays and humorous writings by native or
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Colonial America and the
Early Republic
Studies
American Medical Periodicals, 17971900

difficult to obtain from other sources. A copy of
American Prose Fiction 1774-1900: Cumulative
Author Index accompanies each order to provide
ease of access to the filmed materials. The index is
arranged alphabetically, with bibliographic entries
based on Lyle H. Wright’s bibliographies
American Fiction 1774-1850, 1851-75, and 18761900. American Fiction 1901-1910: Cumulative
Author Index to the Microfilm Collection was
compiled using the same criteria employed by
Wright.

American Medical Periodicals 1797-1900 depicts
the evolution of medicine in America and provides
a view into 19th-century American life. All aspects
of 19th-century American medical thought and
development
are
represented
in
this
comprehensive collection of over 1,200
contemporary periodicals.
1080. Complete Collection: 750 reels in 15 units.

1050. Volume I: 1774-1850, Units 1-4.

184 reels.

1050. Volume 2, 1851-1875, Units 5-12.

405 reels.

1050. Volume 3, 1876-1900, Units 13-28.

808 reels.

1050. Volume 4, 1901-1905, Units 29-33.

267 reels.

1050. Volume 5, 1906-1910, Units 34-37.

185 reels.

1050.600. Volume 6, 1911-1920, Units 1-10.

502 reels.

Machine-Readable Cataloging: Item-level MARC cataloging
records are available for purchase from Primary Source
Microfilm; 243 title

American Natural History, 1769-1865
This collection, based on the Bibliography of
American Natural History 1769-1865 (1924-29) by
Max Meisel, encompasses the writing from
explorers’ journals and travelers’ accounts during
American frontier days. American Natural History,
1769-1865 presents the writings of explorers and
settlers who examined, identified and classified
specimens of every sort—from animal and plant
life to the varied aspects of geology. The records
of such notable naturalists as John Charles
Fremont, Matthew Calbraith Perry, Meriweather
Lewis, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft and Zebulon
Montgomery Pike, among others, have formed a
descriptive literature that is an integral part of the
written history of this country. The material
derived from Max Meisel’s work -- articles on
botany, geology, mineralogy, paleontology and
zoology -- has been collected from the numerous
scientific journals, federal reports and publications
of science organizations and societies that
developed since the late eighteenth century in an
effort to organize scientific inquiry. This
constitutes nearly 300 articles, representing an
extensive selection of Academy papers and
periodicals. A printed guide is also available.

1050. Complete Collection: 2351 reels.

American Literary Annuals and Gift
Books, 1825-1865
Based on Ralph Thompson’s definitive
bibliography of the same name, American Literary
Annuals and Gift Books, 1825-1865, contains
some of the best literature and art from the preCivil War period. This collection contains 469
titles, focusing on The Atlantic Souvenir: A
Christmas and New Year’s Offering -- a lavishly
decorated, fully illustrated anthology of prose and
poetry. The Indices to American Literary Annuals
and Gift Books, 1825-1865, enables researchers to
locate individual stories, poems and illustrations.
The works of specific writers, engravers, printers
and editors within the gift books and literary
annuals appear on the microfilm. Part One of the
indices reproduces the title page, publishing
information, table of contents and list of
illustrations with painters and engravers for each
of Thompson’s major entries, arranged in
alphabetical order. Part Two contains indices for
editors, publishers, cities and states of publication,
stereotypes, printers, titles of poems and stories,
authors, titles of illustrations, painters and
engravers. The order of the indices follows the
order of the information found in the entries in
Part One.
1070.

Part 1: Periodicals.

204 reels.

Part 2: Geological Surveys.

30 reels.

Part 3: Reports of Exploration.

30 reels.

1090. Complete Collection: 264 reels.

58 reels.
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Early Republic
Studies
American Poetry, 1609-1870

money, to “deserving” persons, provided that they
were “settled” in Boston. the Wayfarer’s Lodge for
destitute men. The Administrative Records in this
collection cover the period 1738–1916 and contain
financial records, warning out books, memoranda,
letterbooks, correspondence, casebooks, and lists
of persons receiving various types of charity. The
Almshouse Records, which cover the period 1735–
1911, include admissions and discharge registers,
lists of inmates, death records, indenture records,
and memoranda. The Temporary Home Records
cover the period 1862–1925 and contain
admissions registers, children and foundling
records, and registers of adoptions. The Boston
Overseers of the Poor Records also include City of
Boston accounts of payments to various charities,
lists of Boston residents, miscellaneous legal
material and miscellaneous material from 1733–
1901.

Based on the Harris Collection of American Poetry and
Plays, Brown University American Poetry: 1609-1870
provides students and scholars of literature with
approximately 9,600 titles that serve not only as a
thorough sampling of poetry from this period, but
also as a reflection of the culture, lifestyles and
sentiment of Americans throughout the country’s
formative years. American Poetry, 1609-1870
provides students, scholars and libraries with
access to a complete history of North America’s
major and minor works in poetry, tracing the
development of the form and providing a look at
changes in American thought and lifestyle
throughout the years. American Poetry, 16091870: Reel Guide to the Microfilm Collection is
provided with each order for the complete
collection. Individual titles are listed alphabetically
by main entry within each segment. Entries consist
of complete LCcompatible descriptive cataloging.
Segment I, 1609-1820.

77 reels.

Segment II, 1821-1850.

157 reels.

Segment III, 1851-1870.

192 reels.

D3478.

Bostwick Company Business
Records, 1819-1856
The Bostwick Company Business Records consist
of the business records of William Bostwick (17961863), merchant of Augusta, Georgia, and New
Haven, Connecticut, including records of firms
with which he was associated and their
antecedents. Bostwick was a cotton factor and
wholesale-retail merchant. His business prospered
in the early nineteenth century. It also survived the
economic panic of 1837 and the national
economic depression which followed and lasted
until 1843. The firms represented are: Edward
Campfield & Co., John Burton, Burton &
Bostwick, Banks & Baird, and Bostwick & Baird,
the last-named becoming the firm of William
Bostwick in 1832. All of these firms were located
in Augusta, Georgia, and were primarily engaged in
the cotton business. The records are arranged
alphabetically by title and run nearly continuously
from 1819 to 1856 with the records of succeeding
companies often being simply continued on old
record books. An indication has been given under
each of the entries in the register as to which
companies are included with that particular set of
records.

1100. Complete Collection: 426 reels.
MACHINE-READABLE CATALOGING: OCLC WorldCat; Vol.
I, 1609-1820: 1,453 titles; Vol. II, 1821-1850: 2,719 titles; Vol.
III, 1851-1870: 3,336 titles

American Poetry, 1871-1900
226159.

1038 reels.

Benjamin Franklin’s Account Books
Benjamin Franklin’s involvement in every aspect
of Colonial life makes his account books and those
of his family, dating from 1713 to 1874, a useful
resource for scholars of business and civic and
domestic life. The records he kept of his expenses
in London and Paris are also included.
S1851.

15 reels.

3 reels.

Boston Overseers of the Poor
Records, 1733-1925
This collection is an excellent resource for the
study of charitable organizations in the 1700s and
1800s. Established by a colonial act in 1692, the
Boston Overseers of the Poor provided relief in
the form of food, fuel, medicines, and sometimes

D3419.

12 reels.
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Colonial America and the
Early Republic
Studies
British War Office: American
Revolution, 1773–1783

literacy, price levels, the status of women, the
development of legal practice, and agricultural
patterns in the eighteenth century.

The War Office Files on the Revolution document
the activities and problems of the British forces.
The records document the occupations
throughout North America including Halifax, the
Chesapeake and Philadelphia.
S1291.

S1821.P01. County Estate Papers, 1700-1810.

S1821.P03. Estate Papers, 1700-1810.

City Directories of the United States
Based on Dorothea N. Spear’s Bibliography of
American Directories Through 1860 and material
from the American Antiquarian Society of
Worcester, Massachusetts City directories are
among the most comprehensive sources of
historical and personal information available. Their
emphasis on ordinary people and the commonplace event make them important in the study of
American history and culture. One of the few
means available for researchers to uncover
information on specific individuals, these
directories provide such information as: addresses;
city and county officers; heads of families, firms
and names of those doing business in the city; lists
of city residents; occupations; and street
directories. In addition, researchers can learn much
about day-to-day life through analysis of
information on churches, public and private
schools,
benevolent,
literary
and
other
associations, and banks. Finally, most directories
include advertising, often illustrating the products
being sold. This information lends valuable insight
into the city’s lifestyles and illustrates popular
trends.

This collection of more than 1,300 documents
contains the official and personal papers of the six
Lords Baltimore and other members of the Calvert
family, proprietors of the Colony of Maryland.
Included are family papers (1584–1783), Colonial
ventures (1623–1805), financial records (1731–
1761),
government
records
(1633–1784),
correspondence (1616–1768), and literary papers,
pamphlets and maps (1634–1804).
27 reels.

The Carter Family Papers, 1659–1797,
In the Sabine Hall Collection
The Sabine Hall Collection of Carter papers
illustrate 18th-century history through one of
Virginia’s great families. John Carter, Robert
“King” Carter, Landon Carter of Sabine Hall, and
his son Robert Wormeley Carter exemplified the
Virginia gentry of the period.
D3182.

4 reels.

The Charles Carreel Papers

Segment I (through 1860).

Charles Carreel of Carreelton (1737–1832), a
Federalist in the Continental Congress and U.S.
Senate, was instrumental in drawing up the
Maryland Constitution, and sat on the first board
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. More than
2,000 letters and Carreel’s accounts and journals
are published here.
S1612.

19 reels.

S1821. Complete collection: 85 reels.

1 reel.

The Calvert Papers

S1611.

55 reels.

S1821.P02. Decedents' Estate Papers, 1700-1820. 11 reels.

6,292 fiche.

David Bailie Warden Papers
David Bailie Warden (1772–1845) immigrated to
the United States from Ireland as a young man and
became a respected member of the cultural,
scientific and diplomatic circles of his adopted
nation. His writings on and interest in politics,
literature, medicine, chemistry, natural science and
education resulted in lively correspondence with
many leaders in these fields — among them
Jefferson, Gallatin, Baron Alexander von
Humboldt, Joseph Gay-Lussac, Washington
Irving, and Alexander Dallas Bache.

3 reels.

Chester County, Pennsylvania, Estate
Papers, 1700–1820
These probate materials from a typical county in
the middle colonies offer readily accessible
information on family patterns and demography,

S1623.

8 reels.
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Colonial America and the
Early Republic
Studies
Early American Medical Imprints,
1668-1820

Early American Newspapers
Pennsylvania Gazette, 1728-1815, Philadelphia, PA;
Benjamin Franklin, printer and editor
S1716-7.
26 reels.

Based on the National Library of Medicine’s Early
American Medical Imprints: A Guide to Works
Printed in the United States, 1668-1820 by Robert
B. Austin, this collection offers publications
reflecting medical thought in America prior to
1821. Selected from the holdings of the College of
Physicians Library in Philadelphia, the New York
Academy of Medicine Library, the History of
Medicine Division of the National Library of
Medicine in Bethesda and numerous other
libraries, these publications mark the beginning of
American medical literature and history. Early
American
Medical
Imprints,
1668-1820
encompasses more than 1,600 titles of rare and
fragile works not easily available from other
sources. The collection presents writings by the
trained physicians, clergy and educated persons
dealing with the art of medicine of the times and
includes many widely used American editions of
works originally published abroad as well as
American works. In most cases, the film presents
the earliest edition (or earliest available edition) of
each title, or the first edition printed in America.
Later editions of particular titles are also included
where a substantial revision of the earlier work has
created a significant change in the material. Early
American Medical Imprints: A Guide to Works
Printed in the United States, 1668-1820 is a guide
providing brief descriptions of those titles listed in
the bibliography while directing the researcher to
the appropriate microfilm reel number. A copy is
provided with each order for the complete
collection. Also provided is Early American
Medical Imprints, 1668-1820, Subject, Name, and
Format Index to the Microfilm Collection,
compiled by Bertha Almagro. This guide serves as
a cross-reference to the Austin bibliography and
the microfilm.
1250.

Pennsylvania Journal, 1742-1793, Philadelphia, PA
S1718.
25 reels.
Maryland Gazette, 1745-1839, Annapolis, MD
S1724.

14 reels.

New York Journal or General Advertiser, 1766-1776
S1713.
5 reels.
Pennsylvania Chronicle, 1767-1774, Philadelphia, PA
S1715.
4 reels.
Pennsylvania Packet, 1771-1790, Philadelphia, PA
S1721.
21 reels.
Federal Gazette, 1788-1802, Philadelphia, PA
S1711.
Philadelphia Price Current, 1827-1850
S1722.

28 reels.
9 reels.

Mechanic’s Free Press, 1829-1831, Philadelphia, PA
S1712.
1 reel.
New York Saturday Press, 1860-1866
S1714.

1 reel.

Early American Orderly Books, 1748–
1817
This collection of orderly books, the journal-like
accounts recorded by clerks in the various military
units, provides researchers with a significant
source of historical information on the American
Colonial period. This collection offers first-hand
observations of the moral and psychological
conditions of the average soldier, while providing
insight into the daily problems confronting the
armies.
1260.

19 reels.

Ethnic Newspapers from the Balch
Institute for Ethnic Studies
For two decades, The Balch Institute for Ethnic
Studies has been collecting, preserving, and
interpreting materials reflecting America’s ethnic
diversity. Focusing on ethnic groups in America, it
endeavors to document and interpret all of the
country’s racial and ethnic groups.

105 reels.

Machine-Readable Cataloging: OCLC WorldCat; 1,682
titles
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Colonial America and the
Early Republic
Studies
The library’s microform collection represents
important resources in understanding the stillemerging story of America's multicultural heritage.
D3387. Readinger Postbothje und Berks,
Schuylkill und Montgomery Counties
Adverteiser, 1816-1822.

1 reel.

D3389. Readinger Zeitung, 1789-1802.
Published in Reading, Pennsylvania.
(In German.)

1 reel.

Cayuga, Seneca and Tuscarora nations comprising
the Iroquois Confederacy, this collection clearly
illustrates the advanced nature of their political
organization, destroying old stereotypes and
acknowledging the Iroquois’ significance in
shaping American history.
1570.

The James Monroe Papers, 1772–1836

Foreign Relations of the United States
under the Articles of Confederation,
1780–1789 (FRUAC-M): The Complete
Documentary Edition

With the addition of this important collection on
the 5th president of the United States, the main
holdings of Monroe papers are now available on
microfilm from Scholarly Resources: materials in
the New York Public Library (NYPL), the Library
of Congress, and Virginia repositories. The NYPL
collection, dated 1772–1836, touches on most
aspects of Monroe’s political career but does not
overlap the other collections distributed by
Primary Source Media.

This collection is an excellent resource for the
study of United States diplomacy and presents
historical documents that trace the efforts of John
Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Jay, Thomas
Jefferson and others to establish a credible
international presence for the United States. The
collection is the complete publication of more than
6,000 documents used to prepare the three volume
scholarly edition published by the National
Historical Publication and Records Commission.
S3525.

D3336.

6 reels.

James Monroe Papers in Virginia
Repositories

39 reels.

The lesser-known phases of James Monroe’s
public career are highlighted in this supplement to
the major collections of his papers housed at the
Library of Congress and the New York Public
Library. The 5th president served in Virginia’s
lower house, on the state council, and more than
four terms as governor. The bulk of this collection
covers Monroe’s tenure in these offices.

The Hammond Naval Papers, 1766–
1825
This collection of official letter books of Captain
Sir Andrew Snape Hamond, Bart (1738–1828), and
his son Admiral Sir Graham Eden Hamond, Bart
(1779–1862), documents the Royal Navy during
two of its most active periods. In the American
Revolution, with which this collection is mainly
concerned, Andrew commanded HMS Roebuck
and was named commander in chief of His
Majesty’s ships at Halifax. In the Napoleonic Wars,
Graham took part in the abortive British invasion
of the Kingdom of Naples.
D3181.

50 reels.

D3186.

13 reels.

The Jefferson Papers of the
University of Virginia, 1732–1828
These papers contain nearly 3,400 items that focus
on Jefferson’s private life and his efforts regarding
the university he helped establish. The drawings,
manuscripts and correspondence found here
reflect his interests and extensive network of
correspondents. Complementing the archive of
primarily official papers in the Library of Congress
and the large number of private papers held by the
Massachusetts Historical Society, this collection is
divided into three series: drawings; the special
series; and correspondence, which forms the
majority.

3 reels.

Iroquois Indians: A Documentary
History
Iroquois Indians provides primary source material
that reflects Indian participation in the most
important events of early American history.
Focusing on the Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga,
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Early Republic
Studies
D3188.

The Journals of the House of
Burgesses of Virginia, 1619–1776

10 reels.

Jeptha H. Wade Family Papers

The Journals of the House of Burgesses of
Virginia are daily records of the proceedings of
Virginia’s elected lower house.

This collection comprises the papers of the family
of prominent businessman Jeptha Homer Wade,
Sr., the founder of Western Union Telegraph Co.
The business papers of Jeptha Homer Wade are an
excellent source of information pertaining to the
telegraph and early American communications.
D3511.

S1856.

Journals and Minutes of the
Pennsylvania Assembly, 1776–1790

17 reels.

The John Pendleton Kennedy Papers

The post-Revolutionary Pennsylvania Assembly
was the most radical government body of the
Confederation. Journals and Minutes affords insight
into this institution and its place in the new nation.

John Pendleton Kennedy (1795–1870) figured
significantly in 19th-century literary, intellectual
and political life. A member of the Maryland bar,
he served as a Whig in state and national
legislatures, was a staunch supporter of the Union
during the Civil War, and belonged to the
American Philosophical Society and the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences. His writings
included novels, political treatises and pamphlets.
S1616.

S1864.

Kentucky, the doorway to the West and meeting
ground for the cultures of the North and South,
played a critical role in the history of postRevolutionary America. Kentucky was the channel
for emigration to the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys,
and is often referred to as the Mother of the West.
History, religion, economics, literature, art, music,
geography, educational studies, politics and
government are covered in this collection.

27 reels.

The papers of the American artist known for his
paintings of historic scenes and personages
prominent in the American Revolution consist of
correspondence, legal and financial records, and
writings documenting his artistic career, business
ventures and personal life. Also included are:
correspondence, diaries, and financial and legal
records of related Huntington, Lanman, Silliman
and Wadsworth family members; and research
materials and writings on Trumbull by art historian
Theodore Sizer.

Units 1-18 Sold As Set.

5,123 fiche.

Units 19-39.

6,872 fiche.

1575. Complete product: 11,995 fiche.

The Lee Family Papers, 1742–1795
John Adams wrote that “the family of Lee ... has
more men of merit than any other.” The Lee
Family Papers makes available virtually all known
manuscripts of the Lees, including not only the
collections of the University of Virginia Library
but also those housed in the Houghton Library at
Harvard University and at the American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.

10 reels.

Joseph Buell Papers, 1806–1812 and
Joseph Buell Family Papers, 1785–
1956
This collection is comprised of correspondence
and legal papers relating to Aaron Burr and
Harman Blennerhassett’s 1806 conspiracy to seize
territory in Mexico. Buell was commander of the
Ohio Militia who was ordered to seize Burr’s
supplies.
D3510.

3 reels.

Kentucky Culture: A Basic Library of
Kentuckiana

John Trumbull Papers

D3429.

4 reels.

D3180.

8 reels.

3 reels.
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Colonial America and the
Early Republic
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Letter Book, 1688–1776, of the
Company for Propagation of the
Gospel in New England

D3573.

The Letter Book, 1688-1776, of the Company for
Propagation of the Gospel in New England covers
the financial operations of the corporation at
home in England and the often frustrating efforts
in the Colonies to convert and anglicize what
frequently were remnants of Native American
tribes ravaged by war and disease.

During the American Revolution, Nathaniel Shaw
was a leading shipping merchant of New London,
Connecticut. His vessels were engaged regularly in
West Indies trade, shipping, lumber, cattle and
other provisions to the islands and bringing back
sugar and molasses. An active partisan for the
colonies, he was appointed as a naval agent for the
Continental Congress in 1776 and acted as agent
of the Colony (Connecticut) for naval supplies and
taking care of sick seamen. Nathaniel’s brother,
Thomas, succeeded him in managing the family
business.

The Nathaniel and Thomas Shaw
Papers, 1755–1799

D3187.

1 reel.

The Letters and Papers of Richard
Rush
Richard Rush (1780–1859), lawyer and statesman,
served as U.S. attorney general, secretary of the
treasury, minister to Great Britain and France, and
federal agent for numerous treaty negotiations.
This comprehensive collection of his writings
includes his observations on nearly every facet of
American life — domestic and foreign policy, law,
the military and philosophy.
S1621.

D3553.

23 reels.

Newspapers Before and After the
American Revolution
This collection of newspapers opens a window
into the early period in the history of the
Northeastern United States. Comprising key
newspapers from New York, Maryland and
Pennsylvania, Before and after the American
Revolution is the ideal tool for researchers seeking
to gain a greater understanding of the daily issues
affecting the lives of Americans during this crucial
period in American history.

29 reels.

Lloyd Papers
More than 30,000 papers of the Lloyds of
Maryland’s Eastern Shore trace the history of this
important American family through 250 years. The
collection includes land papers (1640–1909), letters
(1706–1918),
correspondence
(1801–1859),
business materials (1763–1896), legal papers
(1674–1874) and genealogies, diaries and other
materials.
S1617.

11 reels.

Federal Gazette, 1788–1802. Published in Philadelphia, PA.
S1711.
28 reels.
The Maryland Gazette, 1745–1839. Filmed from the
Maryland State Library.
S1724.
14 reels.
Mechanic’s Free Press, 1829–1831. Published in
Philadelphia, PA.
S1712.

41 reels.

Massachusetts Peace Society
Records, 1816–1838, and
Massachusetts Peace Society
Archives, 1911–1917

1 reel.

New York Journal or General Advertiser, 1766–1776.
S1713.
5 reels.
New York Saturday Press, 1860–1866.
S1714.
Pennsylvania Chronicle, 1767–1774. Published in
Philadelphia, PA.
S1715.

The records of the Massachusetts Peace Society
are an exceptional resource offering a view of the
genesis of peace societies in America. This
collection is composed of correspondence,
addresses, annual reports, circular letters,
membership rosters and two Massachusetts Senate
documents.

1 reel.

4 reels.

Pennsylvania Gazette, 1728–1815. Published in
Philadelphia, PA. Benjamin Franklin, printer and publisher.
S1716-S1717.
26 reels.
Pennsylvania Journal, 1742–1793. Published in
Philadelphia, PA.
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S1718.

25 reels.

Pennsylvania Packet, 1771–1790. Published in
Philadelphia, PA.
S1721.

21 reels.

went on to become one of Washington’s finest
division commanders. The Papers of General
Nathanael Greene consists of typed transcripts of
military orders and documents, correspondence
with nearly every other American leader, and
letterbooks from his tenure as commissary general
of the Continental Army and, after 1780, as
American commander in the southern colonies.

Philadelphia Price Current, 1827–1850. Published in
Philadelphia, PA.
S1722.
9 reels.

The Papers of Albert Gallatin
Albert Gallatin (1761–1849) is best remembered as
a brilliant financier who served Jefferson and
Madison as secretary of the treasury. His equally
impressive
diplomatic
career
included
appointments to Russia, France and Great Britain,
and a role in negotiating the Treaty of Ghent.
Gallatin’s papers reflect his wide range of interests
and are revealing sources on the early treasury;
national fiscal policy; currency, banking, and
commerce; American diplomacy through the late
1820s; and, thanks to his own studies, the growth
of ethnological interest in the Indian tribes of
North and Central America.
S1613.

S3164.

The Papers of the Pennsylvania State
Abolitionist Society, 1775–1916
Edited by William J. Buck. Published in
cooperation with the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania. These papers document the
activities of the first formal abolitionist society in
America. Included are minutes from 1787 to 1916
and the society’s large collection of manuscripts
dealing with abolition, spanning the years 17751868.
S1865.

51 reels.

Originally published by the University of Virginia
Library in 1967. Robert Mercer Taliaferro Hunter
(1809–1887) served as a congressman, Speaker of
the House of Representatives, senator,
Confederate secretary of state, and Confederate
senator from Virginia, in which capacity he was
sent as a delegate to the Hampton Roads Peace
Conference in February 1865.

5 reels.

The Papers of Andrew Jackson, 1770–
1845: A Microfilm Supplement
This publication supplements the Library of
Congress’s valuable Andrew Jackson Papers
(1967). The editors of The Papers of Andrew
Jackson have undertaken a worldwide search of
repositories and private collections, uncovering
14,000 documents. Less than 5 percent of this
material has been published previously in
letterpress, and none of the original manuscripts
has appeared before on microfilm.
S1625.

5 reels.

The Papers of R.M.T. Hunter, 1817–
1887

The Papers of Albert Gallatin
Supplement
S1614.

4 reels.

D3185.

13 reels.

The Papers of Robert Mills, 1781–1855
The first complete publication of Mills’ papers and
drawings, is significant for the history of American
architecture and for early 19th century urban
history and history of technology. This collection
expands by 75 percent the documents on Mills
accessible to scholars, and it triples the number of
buildings with which he was known to be
involved.

39 reels.

The Papers of General Nathaniel
Greene, Part 1: December 23, 1766–
July 31, 1780

S3198.

At the time of his appointment to the Continental
Army in June 1775, Greene (1742–1785) was the
country’s youngest general and the only one who
had never before held a military commission. He

15 reels.
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Plymouth Court Records, 1686–1859

Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Vermont and Virginia.

Formerly out of print, Plymouth Court Records
includes a detailed summary of every case entered
at the inferior court level, with related superior and
supreme court files for cases pursued beyond the
local level.
S3303.

Delaware.

4 reels.
13 reels.

Maine.
Maryland.

This collection of seven Revolutionary-era
Pennsylvania newspapers dating from 1775-1797
provides valuable information on Early American
social, cultural, political and military history. The
newspapers are organized chronologically.

The Prince Society of Boston, Massachusetts
published an abundance of fundamental source
material on early American history, especially of
New England. Organized in 1858, the Society
issued 36 volumes between 1865 and 1920,
including basic works such as: The Hutchison
Papers; Wood’s New England’s Prospect; The
Andros Tracts; Sir William Alexander and
American Colonization; The Writings of John
Wheelright; Voyages of the Northmen to America;
Voyages of Samuel de Champlain; Walter Raleigh
and His Colony in America; Voyages of Peter
Esprit Radison.

2 reels.
23 reels.

New Hampshire.

16 reels.

New York.

12 reels.

9 reels

Massachusetts.

New Jersey.

Prince Society of Boston, 1865–1920

1767.

9 reels.

Georgia.

5 reels.

Pre- and Post-Revolutionary War
Pennsylvania Newspapers

S1723.

Connecticut.

8 reels.
17 reels.

North Carolina.

15 reels.

Pennsylvania.

17 reels.

Rhode Island.

4 reels.

South Carolina.

7 reels.

1780. Complete Collection: 166 reels.

Records of the Virginia Company of
London, 1606–1626
These records include governing arrangements of
the colonies, commercial ledgers and reports,
immigration statistics and labor policies.
S1875.

2 reels.

The Robert Goodloe Harper Papers
Baltimore attorney Robert Goodloe Harper (1765–
1825) was an influential Federalist and a member
of the Maryland State Colonization Society,
through which he led the movement to settle
former slaves in Liberia. Most of these papers
pertain to Harper’s work and personal life, his wife
(daughter of Charles Carreel of Carreelton) and
their family.

352 fiche.

Published Records of the American
Colonies
PREVIOUS TITLE: Published Colonial Records of the
American Colonies
This collection includes nearly 70 titles — close to
300,000 pages — that have been transcribed,
edited, printed and indexed by six generations of
scholars. The records and documents included
detail the legislation and court proceedings that
mark the nation’s tumultuous beginnings. Many of
these valuable items have long since been lost or
destroyed, making this a tremendously important
resource for researchers. The colonies covered are:

S1615.

5 reels.

The Samuel Adams Papers, 1635–
1826
This collection of papers of Samuel Adams (1722–
1803), a leading radical in the decade prior to the
American Revolution, provides historians with
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invaluable material on the turbulent politics of the
revolutionary era.
D3335.

American mining camp, 1836–1847; slave deeds;
newspaper clippings; and a book containing a
census of slaves in Chester Country, Pennsylvania,
1780–1815.

5 reels.

Schomburg Center for Research in
Black Culture: Selected Collections

D3426.

Slave Trade Papers

Katz/Prince Collection

Sir Thomas Fowell-Buxton was heir to William
Wilberforce as leader of the anti-slavery movement
in Great Britain. His papers provide a unique
insight into the development of the Victorian
social conscience and the worldwide significance
of the great antislavery campaign. This source
supplies fundamental material for any examination
of the international phenomenon of slavery in the
18th and 19th centuries, the colonization and
“Christianization” of Africa and the Empire, and
the parliamentary and extraparliamentary history of
the abolitionist movement.

This collection contains the research notes,
correspondence, and manuscripts generated by
Bernard and Jonathan Katz in writing about a free
black pioneer of eighteenth century Massachusetts.
Black Woman: A Fictionalized Biography of Lucy Terry
Prince (Pantheon, 1973) follows the life of a former
slave who became a substantial landowner and is
considered the earliest African-American poet.
The book was begun by jazz historian Bernard
Katz and was completed by his son, Jonathan,
after Bernard’s death in 1970. The two men’s
notes and other papers provide an excellent
starting point for research into Lucy Terry Prince,
while also documenting the Katz’s’ working
methods. This collection reproduces all surviving
material gathered by the Katz’s in researching and
writing about Lucy Terry Prince. The materials are
divided into the following sections: • Successive
typescript drafts, with handwritten annotations, of
Black Woman. • The Katz’s’ research file (1967–
1973) broken down into alphabetical subject files
covering specific incidents, such as “Abijah’s
Death.” • Research notes on two series of catalog
cards arranged in alphabetical order by subject.
D3305.P05.

H-334.000.

17 reels.

The Sol Feinstone Collection of the
American Revolution
The Feinstone collection of 1,800 documents
features representative manuscripts of several
hundred important actors in the Revolution,
including
George Washington,
Alexander
Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams and the
Marquis de Lafayette.
S1849.

5 reels.

Sources of Massachusetts Legal
History, 1628-1839

3 reels.

Shipping Collection, 1749-1915

This comprehensive collection is a rich resource
for research into legal, social, economic, military
and political history. Sixteen key titles provide
information from this period from sources
otherwise difficult to obtain. Beginning with the
records of March 1628-29, the collection contains
all of the legislation enacted by the Massachusetts
Bay Colony as well as the litigation that passed
through its courts, constituting the first
comprehensive body of law to be developed in
North America. Covering the years 1628-1839,
Sources of Massachusetts Legal History presents
those laws that established precedents for all of the
New England colonies as well as many of the
western states and territories. Its wealth of original

Included here are ships’ journals, invoices,
manifests, lists of crews, clearance papers and
other documents related to shipping chiefly from
Connecticut ports in the 18th and 19th centuries.
There is a small quantity of papers from
Massachusetts, New York and elsewhere.
D3425.

3 reels.

3 reels.

Slavery Miscellaneous Manuscripts,
1780–1860
This collection contains seven scrapbooks, “Tracts
on Slavery in the United States”; book of
punishments administered to slaves in a South
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documents and vital source material make this
collection a valuable addition to law, business, and
academic libraries. A copy of Sources of
Massachusetts Legal History: Guide to the
Microfilm Collection is provided with each order
for the complete collection. The guide consists of
reel summary, author index, and title listing. The
author and title indexes are arranged alphabetically;
the reel summary numerically.
1855.

South Carolina Treasury Ledgers and Journals, 1791–1865.
D3314.
12 reels.
South Carolina Will Transcripts, 1782–1868.
D3316.

21 reels.

South Carolina Department of Archives and History:
Selected Collections.
D3435-D3439.
18 reels.
State Free Negro Capitation Tax Books, Charleston, South
Carolina, ca. 1811–1860.
D3318.
2 reels.

37 reels.

United States Census. Original Agriculture, Industry, Social
Statistics, and Mortality Schedules of South Carolina,
1850–1880.
D3309.
17 reels.

The South Carolina Collection
The South Carolina Collection, drawn from the
holdings of the South Carolina Department of
History and Archives and the South Caroliniana
Library, offers researchers a close look at the
activities of the state government, from its colonial
origins through the Civil War and into the
Reconstruction and post- Reconstruction periods.

South Carolina Newspapers

Accounts Audited to Claims Growing out of the Revolution
in South Carolina.
D3315.
165 reels.

Pendleton Messenger (Pendleton), 1829-1851
D3275.P26.

6 reels.

Mountaineer (Greenville), 1829-1904
D3275.P15.

4 reels.

Columbia Telescope (Columbia), 1815-1839
D3275.P25.

South-Carolina State Gazette and Columbia Advertiser
(Columbia), 1822, 1827-28, and Southern Times & State
Gazette (Columbia), 1830-1838
D3275.P24.
1 reel.

Combined Alphabetical Index of the South Carolina
Department of Archives and History.
D3324.
19 reels.
Duties on Trade at Charleston, 1784–1789.
D3313.

Charleston Tri-Weekly Courier (Charleston), 1832-1870
D3275.P19.
5 reels.

1 reel.

Camden Commercial Courier (Camden), 1837-38, and
Camden Confederate (Camden), 1861-1863
D3275.P27.
1 reel.

Journal of the South Carolina Court of General Sessions,
1769–1776.
D3321.
1 reel.

South Carolina Temperance Advocate (Columbia), 18391847
D3275.P22.
2 reels.

Memorials of Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century South
Carolina Land Titles.
D3319.
12 reels.

Southern Chronicle (Columbia), 1840-1847
D3275.P23.

Records in the British Public Record Office Relating to
South Carolina, 1663–1782.
D3308.
12 reels.

Daily South Carolinian (Columbia), 1849-1867
D3275.P18.

Records of the Public Treasurers of South Carolina, 1725–
1776.
D3310.
2 reels.

1 reel.
5 reels.

Tri-Weekly South Carolinian (Columbia),1849-1865
D3275.P17.
2 reels.
Keowee Courier (Pickens-Walhalla)
Now spans 1849-1888 (formerly two reels., 1849-1872).
D3275.P12.
5 reels.

Records of the South Carolina Treasury, 1775–1780.
D3311.
3 reels.
South Carolina Reports and Resolutions, 1868–1900, with a
Finding Aid to Reports and Resolutions, 1784–1900.
D3320.
24 reels.
South Carolina State Plats, Charleston Series, 1784–1860;
Columbia Series, 1796–1868.
D3317.
42 reels.
South Carolina Tax Returns, 1783–1800.
D3322.

2 reels.

Anderson Gazette (Anderson), 1846-1848
D3275.P29.

1 reel.

Lancaster Ledger (Lancaster), 1852-1866
D3275.P13.

3 reels.

Daily Southern Guardian (Columbia), 1858-1870
D3275.P10.

2 reels.

Laurensville Herald (Laurensville), 1860-1872
D3275.P14.

2 reels.

South Carolina Treasury Ledgers and Journals, 1783–1791.
D3312.
3 reels.

1 reel.

Camp Kettle (Beaufort), 1861-62; New South (Port Royal
and Beaufort), 1862-66; New South (Beaufort), March 7,
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Independence as well as nearly every man who
distinguished himself during this period of
American history.

1895; Free South (Beaufort), 1863-64; Palmetto Herald (Port
Royal), 1864; Hospital Transcript (Bluffton), 1865
D3275.P11.
1 reel.
Southern Enterprise (Greenville), 1854-1870
Greenville Enterprise (Greenville), 1870-1872. Also
contains issues of the Enterprise and Mountaineer
D3275.P2.

D3337.

Pickens Sentinel (Pickens), 1875-1894, 1903-1907
D3275.P28.

4 reels.

Palmetto Leader (Columbia), 1925-1957
D3275.P01

6 reels.

The son of William Penn, Thomas Penn (1701–
1775) inherited the proprietorship of Pennsylvania
and was thus vested with broad powers of
government and vast landholdings. He showed
interest in every aspect of Pennsylvania life, and
his letters and papers, reproduced here, are an
excellent source for studying the history and
government of the colony.

Texas as Province and Republic,
1795-1845
Based on Thomas W. Streeter’s Bibliography of Texas,
1795- 1845 (1955) A model for modern regional
bibliographies, Thomas W. Streeter’s work
provides historians and scholars with a
contemporary guide to rare source materials.
Included are Streeter’s bibliography and more than
90 percent of its titles. Many of the titles are rare,
and others have disappeared altogether. With
several entries in Spanish, the collection includes
broadsides, sheet music, maps and proclamations,
and books and pamphlets. New materials,
unknown or unavailable to Streeter, also have been
incorporated. In all, 1,679 titles have been
microfilmed in chronological order. A printed
guide accompanies the collection.

S1619.

10 reels.

Travels in the Old South I, II, III: 16071860
This collection, from Thomas D. Clark’s Travels in
the Old South I, II, III, covers what Clark called
“the important years...1607-1860...when travelers
came visiting the Colonies.” Clark, in the editor’s
preface to Volume I, remarks, “Almost all
historians who have tried to discover the past as it
actually was or to gain a feeling of being at home
in the precise contemporary scene, have used
travel accounts for sources.” For students of the
history of individual Southern states, agriculture
and industry, social life and customs, folklore and
any other aspects of Southern tradition, this is an
indispensable research tool.

1910. Complete Collection: 39 reels.
Machine-Readable Cataloging: OCLC WorldCat; 1,679
titles

Theodorus Bailey Myers Collection

1935.

9,244 fiche.

U.S. Customs Service Records: Port
of New Orleans, Louisiana Inward
Slave Manifests, 1807–1860

This collection consists of letters and documents,
as well as paper money, portraits, and other prints
of individuals prominent in American history
during the colonial period, the American
Revolution, and the 19th century.
D3338.

12 reels.

The Thomas Penn Papers

1 reel.

These are records of slaves shipped to New
Orleans from other American ports, which give
information on the slave, the owner, the ship’s
manifest and captain.

6 reels.

The Thomas Addis Emmet Collection
From the Rare Books and Manuscripts Division,
Center for the Humanities, The New York Public
Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations.
The Thomas Addis Emmet Collection consists of
historical manuscripts relating chiefly to the period
prior to, during and following the American
Revolution. The collection contains letters and
documents by the signers of the Declaration of

S3348.

12 reels.

U.S. Customs Service Records: Port
of New Orleans, Louisiana Outward
Slave Manifests, 1812–1860
These records comprise permissions granted slave
owners requesting that slaves travel to other
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American ports and manifests of ships carrying
slaves from New Orleans.

Storm, and A Bibliography of the Prairie Provinces
by Bruce B. Peel.

S3347.

1970.

12 reels.

617 reels in 11 units.

Virginia Gazette Daybooks, 1750–
1752 and 1764–1766

Western Reserve Historical
Newspapers

The Gazette’s daybooks give detailed information
on the politics, commerce, and reading habits of
upper-class Virginians in the mid–1700s;
moreover, they show the effect of the Stamp Act
on colonial Virginia. An extensive name index is
included.

These newspaper collections from the Western
Reserve Historical Society offer a wealth of
material on Early American History.

D3184.

1 reel.

31 reels.

Western Reserve Chronicle series (1816-1924)
D3490.PP42.

30 reels.

Cleveland Herald Weekly series (1819-32, 1837-65, and
1868-76)
D3490.P14.
9 reels.

The Washington Irving Papers, 1759–
1898

Cleveland Herald Daily series (1835-1874; 1880-1884)
D3490.P13.
84 reels.

From the Rare Books and Manuscripts Division,
Center for the Humanities, The New York Public
Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations.
The tremendous fame enjoyed by Washington
Irving (1783-1859) has made him a focus of
scholars studying American literature in the first
half of the 19th century.
D3339.

The Scioto Gazette (1800-1866)
D3490.P09.

Ohio Observer (1827-1855)
D3490.P33.
Western Palladium (New Lisbon; 1829-1855)
D3490.P37.
Ohio Star (Ravenna; 1830-1835)
D3490.P39.

6 reels.
1 reel.
3 reels.

Warren Newsletter and Trumbull County Republican (18301839)
D3490P43.
2 reels.

4 reels.

Western American Frontier History,
1550-1900

Whaling and Sealing Logs, 1820–1912

PREVIOUS TITLE: Western Americana: Frontier
History of the Trans-Mississippi, 1550-1900

The log records of 39 whaling and sealing voyages,
include the log of the ship Huron, 1821-1822,
which records the discovery of Antarctica.

Western American Frontier History, 1550-1900
includes a broad selection of printed sources
relating to the discovery, exploration, settlement
and development of North America from Mexico
to the Arctic Ocean, and from the Mississippi
River Valley and Hudson’s Bay to the Pacific
Ocean and the Bering Straits. Prepared under the
guidance of Archibald Hanna, Jr., former Curator
of the Yale Collection of Western Americana,
Western American Frontier History presents a
wide range of primary and secondary source
materials based on the bibliography U.S. IANA by
Wright Howes, with additional material
contributed from The Spanish Southwest, 15421774 by H. R. Wagner, The Plains and the Rockies
by Wagner Camp, A Catalogue of the Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana by Colton

D3430.

3 reels.

The William Wirt Papers
William Wirt (1772–1834), a successful author and
historian, served as U.S. attorney general from
1817 to 1829 and participated in nearly every
significant litigation from the Callandar trial in
1800 to the Cherokee cases of 1831–32. His
devotion to the cause of the Indians and his
distaste for Andrew Jackson led him to run as the
Anti-Masonic candidate for president in 1832.
Over 8,000 of his papers are assembled here,
providing valuable insight into the political, legal,
and social history of his time.
S1624.

24 reels.
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Colonial American and Early Republic
Collections from the Library of
Congress

L110028 Shelf No.: MSS 15,747.

Andrew Jackson Papers

An invaluable source for legislative history, this
collection is divided into the following subsections
for the years 1789 through 1829.

Congressional Bills and Resolutions,
1st-72d & 92d Congresses

Series 1. General correspondence and related items
(1775-1860).
Reels 1-60.
Series 2. Letterbook (1829-31).

Reel 60 (cont’d).

Series 3. Letters and orders (1813-22).
Series 4. Record books (1800-37).

12 reels.

Reels 61-63.
Reel 64.

First Congress
L11020001. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Second Congress
L11020002. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Series 5. Military papers (1781-1832).

Reels 65-70.

Third Congress
L11020003. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Series 6. Additional correspondence
(1779-1855).

Reels 71-74.

Fourth Congress
L11020004. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Reel 75.

Fifth Congress
L11020005. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Reels 76-77.

Sixth Congress
L11020006. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Reel 78.

Seventh Congress
L11020007. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Not available on microfilm.

Eighth Congress
L11020008.Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Ninth Congress
L11020009. Shelf No.: O 2377.

3 reels.

Tenth Congress
L11020010. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Eleventh Congress
L11020011. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Twelfth Congress.
L11020012. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Thirteenth Congress
L11020013. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Fourteenth Congress
L11020014. Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Fifteenth Congress
L11020015. Shelf No.: O 2377.

3 reels.

Sixteenth Congress
L11020016.Shelf No.: O 2377.

4 reels.

Seventeenth Congress
L11020017. Shelf No.: O 2377.

3 reels.

Eighteenth Congress
L11020018.Shelf No.: O 2377.

3 reels.

Nineteenth Congress
L11020019.Shelf No.: O 2377.

3 reels.

Twentieth Congress
L11020020. Shelf No.: O 2377.

3 reels.

Series 7. Miscellaneous correspondence
(1789-1845).
Series 8. Messages and speeches
(c. 1829-36).
Series 9. Miscellaneous manuscripts
(1795-1856).
Series 10. Nonmanuscript
material.

Series 11. Jackson-Kendall letters
(1827-45).

Reel 78 (cont’d).

L110043 Shelf No.: MSS 13,010. Complete collection: 78
reels.

Benjamin Franklin Papers
The papers of Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790)
provide data relating to the life and work of
America’s first international celebrity. A rich
source on eighteenth-century America and
international relations during the revolutionary
period, the Franklin papers contain documents
dated as early as 1726. The bulk of the material
covers the 1770s and 1780s. The collection is
divided into three series:
Series I (1772 to 1783) contains materials that
relate to Franklin’s mission to France; journals,
records of negotiations, and correspondence.
Series II (1726 to 1818) consists of Franklin’s
general incoming and outgoing correspondence
and miscellany.
Series III (1728 to 1841) includes original
manuscripts of Articles of Beliefs and Acts of Religion, a
facsimile copy of his ledger as postmaster general,
and other materials.

Complete Collection (1789-1829):
Shelf No.: O 2377. L11020001-L11020020. 74 reels.
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East Florida Records

•

The East Florida papers comprise the archives of
the Spanish government of East Florida between
1783, when Britain retroceded the area to Spain,
and 1821, when the American authorities took
possession. This collection contains materials that
reflect most aspects of Florida history during the
last generation of Spanish control. Spanish
governmental policy is revealed in such series as
the governor’s correspondence with various
authorities in Mexico and the United States. Other
series, such as the correspondence with the
intendant and with the accountant of the
exchequer, are concerned with the finances of
government, while the Panton and Leslie Papers,
and the many records of vessels’ entries and
clearance, legal matters, relations with Indians, and
correspondence with authorities in various
outposts, also figure prominently. Of special note
are copies of the Montiano letters and the Index of
Royal Decrees, dated 1595 to 1762, which relate to
the earlier periods of Spanish control; in addition,
several items date from after 1821. This large and
detailed collection is one of the most important
sources on East Florida, shedding light on the
state’s Spanish origins and on the government of
non- English colonies in North America.

•

L110013 Shelf No.: MSS 15,769.

•
•

The second part of the Hazard collection consists
of additions made by Ebenezer’s son Samuel.
L110152D. Shelf No.: MSS 17,137.

8 reels (nos. 9-16).

The George Chalmers Collection
George Chalmers (1742-1825), Maryland loyalist,
antiquarian, and colonial administrator, authored
An Introduction to the History of the Revolt of the British
Colonies, one of the first histories of the American
Revolution to rely on public records and to stress
the importance of the colonies as part of the
British Empire. The collection consists of
Chalmers’s notes, his copies of documents, and
original documents he acquired in the course of his
researches. Chalmers’s papers relate not only to
the American colonies but also to many other
parts of the globe affected by British power,
including Africa, Nova Scotia, the Bahama Islands,
and Great Britain. A great variety of topics is
covered as well: investments in the Bahamas, laws
of Barbados, legal cases relating to America and
the West Indies, trade with Great Britain, imports
and exports of Scotland, and many other subjects.

175 reels.

The Ebenezer Hazard Collection

Typical documents provided here include:

The Hazard collection chronicles the life and
research of Ebenezer Hazard (1744-1817),
“America’s first historical editor.” A businessman,
postmaster, and antiquarian, Hazard performed a
service of major importance with his Historical
Collections; Consisting of State Papers and Other
Historical Documents; Intended as Materials for an
History of the United States of America (1792-94). The
first and larger part consists of Hazard’s personal
and professional papers, followed by the material
he collected. Highlights from this part include:

•
•

Transcripts concerning Massachusetts history,
with notes on Plymouth Colony.
Records of the United Colonies of New
England.
A meteorological journal.
Letters and other papers from the United
States Military Academy.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The 1746 appeal of the Moheagan Indians.
“Short Account of the English Plantations in
America,” 1688.
A 1756 journal of the siege of St. Philip’s
Castle in
Minorca.
Walter Homes’s 1770 military journal.

L110152C. Shelf No.: MSS 17,137.

8 reels (nos. 1-8)

George Washington Papers
This invaluable resource includes approximately
65,000 papers, the largest collection of original
Washington documents in the world. Document
types in the collection include correspondence,
letterbooks, commonplace books, diaries, journals,

Material concerning the Stamp Act.
A transcript of Benjamin Franklin’s “Plan of
Proposed Union of Massachusetts and the
other Colonies for their mutual defense.”
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alphabetized, within the day, by names of
Reels 29 (cont’d)-115.
correspondents.

financial account books, military records, reports,
and notes accumulated by Washington from 1741
through
1799.
Commonplace
books,
correspondence, and travel journals document
Washington’s younger years as a Virginia county
surveyor and as colonel of the militia during the
French and Indian War. The microfilm also
documents Washington’s election as delegate to
the First and Second Continental Congresses and
his command of the American army during the
Revolutionary War, as well as his two presidential
administrations from 1789 through 1797. Because
of Washington’s wide range of interests, activities,
and correspondents (from ordinary citizens to
celebrated figures), his papers are a rich source of
information on Early American history.

Series 5. Financial Papers (1750-96).
Includes accounts and financial records of Mount
Vernon, Colonial Virginia militia, Washington’s
Revolutionary War expenses, and Society of the
Cincinnati traveling expenses, chronologically
Reels 115 (cont’d)-117.
arranged.

Series 6. Military papers (1755Ð98).
The military papers are arranged chronologically
within three subseries.
Reels 117 (cont’d)-118.

Series 7. Applications for Office (1789Ð96).
Includes applications for office during the
Administrations
of Washington, arranged
alphabetically by names of applicants. Reels 119-124.

Series 1. Exercise books, diaries, and surveys
(1741-1799).
The exercise books include one volume of “Form
of Writing,” containing transcripts by Washington
and “Rules of Civility,” and two volumes of school
copybooks. The diaries include Washington’s
record of his activities, weather observations, and
memoranda on agriculture and other subjects.
Surveys include notes and records of surveys and
Reels 1-2.
land entries, chronologically arranged.

Series 8. Miscellaneous papers (c. 1775Ð99).
A rough chronological arrangement within four
Reel 124-(cont’d).
subseries.
L110041 Shelf No.: MSS 12,935. Complete collection: 124
reels.

The Gouverneur Morris Papers
The Papers of Gouverneur Morris (1752-1816) provide
valuable data on the revolutionary and postwar
years, including insights into U.S. relations with
France, transportation, and finance. Of special
note in this collection is the diary Morris kept as
senator and minister to France, in which he writes
vividly about the Reign of Terror. Also included is
correspondence from individuals such as
Washington, Jefferson, and Alexander Hamilton,
and papers on development of the Erie Canal. The
collection is divided into four chronologically
arranged series:

Series 2. Letterbooks (1754-99).
The letterbooks consist mainly of copies of
Washington’s
correspondence,
arranged
chronologically within groups with some
Reels 2 (cont’d)-14.
overlapping dates.

Series 3. Letterbooks Varick Transcripts:
Continental Army Papers (1775-83).
Transcripts of Washington’s Revolutionary War
correspondence, organized by Lt. Col. Richard
Varick, Washington’s appointed recording
secretary are organized into subseries, which are
each chronologically arranged. Reels 14 (cont’d)-29.

•
•
•
•

Diary, 1789-1816.
Letterbooks, 1789-1816.
Legal and financial papers, 1771-1834.
Correspondence and miscellany, 1789-1814.

Series 4. General correspondence (1697Ð1799).

L110026. Shelf No.: MSS 13,518.

Consists of letters sent and received by
Washington, drafts of letters, military returns and
other documents, chronologically arranged and

Henry Rowe Schoolcraft Papers

6 reels.

Henry Rowe Schoolcraft (1793-1864), author of
the highly influential Algic Researches and many
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other scholarly works, was the foremost pioneer in
Native American studies. Documented in this
microfilm collection is Schoolcraft’s work not only
as an ethnologist but also as an Indian agent,
explorer, mineralogist, geologist, and writer. The
collection is divided into eleven series, which can
be purchased separately.
L110023 Shelf No.: MSS 13,819.

Complete collection: L110036. Shelf No.: MSS 12,199. 11
reels.

The Jeremy Robinson Papers
The papers document the role of Jeremy Robinson
and the U.S. Navy in the struggles of South
American nations for independence, particularly
Chile and Peru. The correspondence portion of
the collection includes letters on Robinson’s
proposed history of Chile, on specimens for the
Lyceum of Natural History in New York, and on
possible government positions. Correspondents
include John Quincy Adams, Richard Alsop, James
Biddle, David Findlay, John B. Prevost, and
Richard Rush. Also provided in this collection are
diaries, a journal, a letterbook, notebooks, and
ship’s records for the Beaver, USS Franklin, and
USS Ontario.

69 reels.

The Hispanic Collection
This collection consists primarily of transcripts of
works by various Spanish writers concerning the
New World. Ranging in date from c. 1527 to 1811,
these accounts provide information that cannot be
found anywhere else on how Europeans saw
America and on the early history of settlement.
The material is arranged alphabetically by author
or by title when the author is unknown.
L110152E Shelf No.: MSS 17,137.

L110152B. Shelf No.: MSS 17,137.

14 reels (nos. 17-30).

The John Davis Papers

James Madison Papers

Dated 1735-1783, these papers document John
Davis’s service as assistant and deputy
quartermaster in Pennsylvania. The papers are
chronologically arranged and include orders,
receipts,
appointments,
accounts,
military
communications,
and
private
business
correspondence. Davis’s correspondents include
Clement Biddle, Nathanael Greene, Charles Pettit,
and James Wilson.

This invaluable collection is an extensive resource
on James Madison, fourth president of the United
States (1809-1817). This microfilm includes
Madison’s correspondence, his autobiography, and
his and Thomas Jefferson’s notes on debates in the
Continental Congress.
Series 1. General correspondence and related items (17231859).
Reels 1-24.
Series 2. Additional correspondence and related items
(1780-1837).
Reels 25-26.

L110151 Shelf No.: MSS 17,137.

The John Fitch Papers reproduces the personal and
scientific papers of the man who designed and
operated the first steamboat in the New World.
Fitch’s 60-foot craft, launched in 1788, provided
regular passenger service on the Delaware River
twenty years before Robert Fulton’s better-known
Clermont made its first trip on the Hudson. Fitch
was unable to make his operation pay, however,
and he abandoned it for other business pursuits.
The bulk of this collection, dated 1743-1798,
relates to Fitch’s experimental work with the
steamboat. The papers include correspondence,
diaries, financial records, surveyor’s notes,
steamboat sketches, and manuscripts of writings
on the steamboat, the Universal Society, and
chemicals. Fitch’s correspondents include Robert

Reel 27 (cont’d).

Series 5. Madison’s and Jefferson’s notes on debates and
related items (1776-88).
Reels 27 (cont’d)-28.
Series 6. Miscellaneous manuscripts (c. 1763-1836).
Reel 28 (cont’d).
Complete collection: L110035 Shelf No.: MSS 13,038. 28
reels.

James Monroe Papers
Series 1. General correspondence (1758-1839).
Series 2. Additional correspondence.
(1780-1838).

5 reels (nos. 79-83).

The John Fitch Papers

Series 3. Madison-Armstrong correspondence (1813-1836).
Reel 27.
Series 4. Autobiography (c. 1751-1852).

4 reels (nos. 60-63).

Reels 1-9.

Reels 9 (cont’d)-10.

Series 3. Letterbooks and account books.
(1794-1806).
Reels 10 (cont’d)-11.
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Louisiana Miscellany

Fulton, Thomas Mifflin, Robert Morris, and David
Rittenhouse. Also provided in this collection is a
small selection of papers of the architect William
Thornton (1759-1828). Among the earliest leaders
of the Industrial Revolution in America, John
Fitch exemplified inventors struggling to derive
monetary profit from scientific research.
L110154. Shelf No.: MSS 17,137.

The varied documents reproduced in this
microfilm publication chronicle the history of
Louisiana in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
century. Researchers will find here a great deal of
information on the French and Spanish
management of Louisiana from 1731 to 1799, and
on the French, Spanish, and American
management from 1800 to 1837.

3 reels (nos. 84-86).

Journals of the United States
Continental Congress

Among the more significant items included are:
•

This microfilm publication was prepared from the
printed edition of the Continental Congress
journals, which was published between 1904 and
1910 by the Library of Congress. The journals are
arranged in volumes as they were published:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Volumes 1-6, 1774-1776: reel 1.
Volumes 7-11, 1777-1778: reel 2.
Volumes 12-14, 1778-1779: reel 3.
Volumes 15-18, 1779-1780: reel 4.

L110160. Shelf No.: O 2507.

•
•
4 reels.

•

The Levi Woodbury Papers

Jean-Baptiste B.nard de la Harpe’s Journal
Historique oncernat l’Etablissement des Fran ois .
la Lo.isiannetir. des Memoires de M. d’Iberville et de
Bienville.
A 1763 file on the value of Louisiana.
Transcripts of twenty-eight documents
regarding Florida and Louisiana, dated 14931780.
A surveyor’s notebook, 1795-1797.
Compilations of vital statistics from family
Bibles and cemeteries.
Papers relating to the purchase of Louisiana.

L110159. Shelf No.: MSS 17,495.

Levi Woodbury (1789-1851), politician, cabinet
officer, and jurist served as New Hampshire
governor, U.S. senator, secretary of the navy,
secretary of the treasury, and associate justice of
the U.S. Supreme Court. Woodbury’s papers span
1638-1914 and include correspondence, diaries,
speeches and writings, financial and legal papers,
genealogical notes, an autograph collection,
scrapbooks, and printed matter. Also included are
the papers of other family members. The most
significant component of the collection is
Woodbury’s general correspondence file, which
details his years of service in the cabinets of
Andrew Jackson and Martin Van Buren. Topics
documented here include: Bank of the United
States; removal of deposit; Specie Circular; Panic
of 1837; Presidential elections of 1824 and 1828;
nomination of Martin Van Buren in 1836; loss of
the Democrats to the Whigs in 1840. Many of the
letters Woodbury received provide thorough
descriptions of local elections and reactions to
administration policies.
L110009 Shelf No.: MSS 19,232.

5 reels.

The Papers of Alexander Hamilton
Alexander Hamilton (1757-1804), secretary of the
treasury, inspector-general of the army, and New
York lawyer, was indisputably among the most
powerful men in early U.S. history. Through The
Federalist Papers, the Bank of the United States, the
Louisiana Purchase, and the Constitution,
Hamilton’s efforts and ideas have had a lasting
influence on the nation. Hamilton’s public career is
reflected in the papers reproduced here, which are
dated 1708 to 1903. Included are correspondence,
speeches, legal papers, and similar items. Over half
of the collection relates to the period Hamilton
served as inspector-general for the army and
drafted reports and position papers on the military
establishment during the Quasi-War with France.
The collection includes the following types of
materials:
•

44 reels.

General
correspondence
(1734-1804),
including letters received, drafts, recipient
copies, transcripts of letters sent, and
attachments.
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•

families; diplomas; royal commissions; and letters
and other documents from officials of various
French ministries. Correspondents include George
Rogers Clark, De Witt and George Clinton,
Francis Dana, James Monroe, Andr. Michaux, and
the Comte de Vergennes. Highlights of the
collection include:

Speeches and writings (1778-1804), including
draft versions of Hamilton’s four major
reports as secretary of the treasury and other
articles.
Family, financial, and miscellaneous papers.
Legal file (1708-1804), providing an excellent
overview of Hamilton’s law practice.

L110010 Shelf No.: MSS 18,482.

•
•

34 reels.

The Papers of Andrew Jackson
Donelson

•

Andrew Jackson Donelson (1799-1871), nephew
of and private secretary to President Jackson, was a
soldier, politician, editor, and lawyer. He served
Jackson in Florida as aide-de-camp in the Seminole
campaign. In 1844 he was sent as charg. d’affaires
to the republic of Texas to conduct negotiations
for annexation. Following success in this mission,
he served as minister to Prussia and in 1856 ran
for vice president as the American Party candidate.
This collection is divided into six series:
•
•
•
•
•
•

L110153 Shelf No.: MSS 14,286

41 reels.

The Papers of James Kent
This collection documents the life and work of
James Kent (1763-1847), a jurist who authored
some of the most influential decisions in American
legal history. Kent was named the first professor
of law at Columbia College in 1793. His career at
the bench began in 1798 when he was appointed
to the New York Supreme Court. In 1826 Kent
began his Commentaries on American Law, a
systematic treatment of international law,
American constitutional law, the sources of state
law, and the law of personal rights and property.
The Kent collection is divided into the following
series:
• Correspondence and other papers (1779-1854.
• Register of law cases (1791-1803).
• Journals (1797-1848) describing over one
hundred trips along the eastern seaboard.

General correspondence (1813-1869).
Additional correspondence (1835-1894).
Letter copybook (1846-1848).
Miscellaneous papers (1785-1849).
Family papers (1779-1943).
Printed matter, documents, indexes.

Subjects addressed in the correspondence include
Jackson’s presidential campaigns, the Eaton affair,
the Donelson-Jackson breach that resulted, and
the subsequent cabinet reorganization of 1831.
Also covered are the move to recharter the Bank
of the United States, the Poindexter incident, and
French spoilation claims. Correspondents include
Presidents Monroe, Jackson, Van Buren, Tyler,
Polk, Taylor, Fillmore, Pierce, and Buchanan.
L110016. Shelf No.: MSS 14,894.

General correspondence (1756-1895).
Diplomatic despatches (1740-1792). Speech,
article, and book file (1734-1824).
Expense file (1792-1794).

L110012 Shelf No.: MSS 16,216.

7 reels.

The Papers of John Holker
The Papers of John Holker presents an all-butcomplete picture of U.S. commerce during the
Revolutionary War. Holker (1745-1822) was
French consul general in the United States, an
agent for the French fleet in America, and a silent
partner with Parker, Duer & Company, which
supplied provisions to the Continental Army.
Among the materials contained in this collection
are records of the expenditures for the French
fleet at Boston; accounts of the sale of prizes taken
by d’Estaing’s fleet; and important correspondence
relating to the fur and ginseng trades. The papers
cover the period from 1777 to 1822 and include
the following series:

14 reels.

The Papers of Edmond C. Genet
The Papers of Edmond C. Genet (1763-1834), his
father, and other family members make up this
collection regarding “Citizen Genet,” the first
minister of the French Republic to the United
States. The papers reflect Edmond Genet’s brief
career as a diplomat and also document his other
work and his education. Included are
correspondence with the Clinton and Osgood
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Included among the correspondence are numerous
letters from other Glasgow agents in Maryland and
Virginia. The Jamieson papers also present
information on the pattern of trade that existed
among Spain, the West Indies, and Virginia.

General correspondence (1777-1822),
including correspondence of the Commercial
Committee of the Continental Congress.
Le Ray de ChaumontÑInvoice Book (17771779).
Correspondence (1778-1779) between Holker
and Robert Morris.
George W. Stillman’s Navigational Exercise
Booklets (1805), including the journal of a
voyage from Boston to Madeira.

L110157. Shelf No.: MSS 17,575.

The Papers of Nicholas Biddle
Nicholas Biddle (1786-1844), a man often seen as
the embodiment of “Old Philadelphia,” had
equally distinguished careers in literature and
finance. The papers furnish a detailed view of
Biddle’s life and work, particularly his years as
president of the controversial Bank of the United
States. A graduate of what is now Princeton
University; Nicholas Biddle served as a diplomatic
secretary in France and England before being
admitted to the bar in 1809. During the same year
he became involved with Port Folio, the country’s
leading literary periodical, of which he became the
editor in 1812. His interest in public life deepened
with the advent of the War of 1812, when he
served in the state senate and helped the War
Department get loans. He next turned his
attention to banking, when President Monroe
invited him to become one of five directors of the
(second) Bank of the United States. Biddle served
as its president from 1823 to 1839. Following his
resignation from the bank, Biddle devoted himself
again to literary pursuits. The papers in this
collection date from 1775 to 1846 and are divided
into two main series, as follows:

This collection is an invaluable source on the
military and economic assistance given by the
French to the struggling colonies. Of equal
importance, The Papers of John Holker provides a
well documented view of commerce in the United
States from the war years to the adoption of the
Constitution.
L110019. Shelf No.: MSS 14,488.

20 reels.

The Papers of John Paul Jones
The materials document the life of John Paul
Jones (1747-1792), perhaps the greatest American
naval hero and the founder of the American naval
tradition. Although Jones commanded several
ships during the course of the Revolution, his
most famous engagement was aboard the
Bonhomme Richard, with which he took the larger
and better-armed British ship Serapis. The Jones
collection is of central importance for the study of
the navy’s role in the Revolution and in the affairs
of the infant republic. The papers, dated 17751788, consist largely of letters received and
holograph drafts of letters sent.
L110063. Shelf Nos.: MSS 13,220 and
14,919.

8 reels.

General correspondence.
President’s letterbooks (1823-1841),
covering his efforts on behalf of the
Bank of the United States.

4 reels (nos. 44-47).

The Papers of Neil Jamieson

Reels 1-41.

Reels 42-46.

L110021. Shelf No.: MSS 13,201.

46 reels.

The Papers of the Josiah Bartlett
Family

The Neil Jamieson papers are an important
addendum to the records of Glassford &
Company. Jamieson was the resident partner of
Glassford, Gordon, Monteath, & Company, one
of the firms involved in the interlocking
partnerships of Glasgow tobacco trading
companies. These papers present an overall picture
of the tobacco trade with Scotland and are
particularly illustrative of the store system used by
Glasgow merchants. The records cover the years
1757-1789 and include correspondence, financial
papers, legal papers, and miscellaneous records.

Josiah Bartlett (1729Ð1795) was a signer of the
Declaration of Independence and governor of
New Hampshire. The Bartlett family collection of
papers spans the years 1710 to 1937 and covers
topics such as: activities in Congress prior to the
declaration of war on Great Britain in 1812,
correspondence on the Missouri Compromise,
Republican and Whig politics in New Hampshire,
anti-slavery sentiment, the Seminole War, the
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Panic of 1837, activities in military hospitals during
the Civil War, and business developments in New
England after the Civil War.

The Papers of Vicente Sebastian
Pintado

•
•
•
•
•
•

The papers of Vicente Sebastian Pintado provide
unique information pertaining to late eighteenthand early nineteenth- century Florida. Dated 17811842, the collection consists of papers relating to
the personal and professional life of this military
engineer, assistant surveyor, and surveyor general
of Spanish West Florida. Among the holdings
reproduced here are personal and professional
correspondence, court transcripts, surveys,
notebooks, plats, land grants, maps, and petitions.
The collection includes documentation on the
Nicolls raid in the Apalachicola River area during
the War of 1812, the 1804 and 1805 Kemper
brothers’
raids
on
Louisiana,
and
a
Spanish/Talapuche
Indian
vocabulary.
Correspondents include Carlos de Grand Pre,
Governor at Baton Rouge; Ira Kneeland, Pintado’s
deputy surveyor; Cristoval de Armas; and Vincent
Folch, U.S. governor of West Florida. This
collection is a valuable resource on the critical
transitional period from the Louisiana Purchase of
1803 to the ultimate cession by Spain of the
Floridas to the United States.

Diaries and Notebooks, 1737-1865.
Correspondence, 1710-1931.
Legal papers, 1728-1909.
Financial papers, 1789-1865.
Speech File, 1800-1913
Miscellany, 1780-1920.

L110199 Shelf No.: MSS 15,109.

17 reels.

Papers of the Roger Jones Family
These papers form a record of the descendants of
Captain Roger Jones (1625?-1701), who
accompanied Lord Culpeper to America in 1680.
Composed essentially of the papers of the first
sons through the fourth generation, the collection
chronicles the transition of the Joneses from an
English to an American family.
The collection is divided into two series.
•

•

Family Papers, dated 1649-1896 – includes
correspondence between family members,
business associates, and others; financial
papers; legal documents; and memoranda.

L110011 Shelf No.: MSS 17,619.

The Papers of William Short

Correspondents
include
William
Breckenridge, William Byrd, Robert Carter,
Mark Catesby, Patrick Henry, and Thomas
Knox.

The Papers of William Short (1759-1849) provide a
detailed picture of the political and business
activities of this diplomat and private secretary to
Thomas Jefferson. Short served in various
diplomatic posts, including charg. d’affaires,
minister to The Hague, and negotiator of
European loans to fund American government
debts. Most of the material in the collection covers
the years from 1785 to 1795, the period when
Short assumed his diplomatic role. The holdings
are composed mainly of outgoing letters, but also
included are incoming letters, financial statements,
accounts, and ledgers. The papers well document
Short’s business activities after 1810, during which
time he amassed a fortune by investments in
canals, railroads, banks, and western lands.
Prominent correspondents include Thomas
Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton, John Adams,
James Madison, William and Mary classmate James
Monroe, and Thomas Paine.

The second series, Diaries and Notebooks, is
dated 1760-1890 and are alphabetically arranged
diaries and miscellaneous notebooks of family
members and others.
Spanning over two centuries, the Jones papers
provide detailed documentation on the lives and
business interests of several generations of an
important family. This micro publication will be a
valuable contribution to research on English
settlement in the colonies, and American social
history.
L110155. Shelf No.: MSS 18,063.

6 reels.

15 reels.

L110015. Shelf No.: MSS 17,058.

32 reels.
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The Records of John Glassford &
Company

•
•
•

The records of John Glassford & Company
provide an extensive view of the business affairs of
John Glassford (1715-1783), one of the most
prosperous Scottish tobacco lords, and of the
many firms with which he was associated.
Glassford was a leading force in the establishment
of his city as an international trading center. The
records reproduced here reflect the daily
transactions of Glassford & Company’s branch
stores, such as those that were established along
the Potomac River for the direct purchase of
tobacco from planters. Spanning the years 17531844, the records include ledgers, journals,
daybooks, inventories, cashbooks, and letterbooks
for the mercantile firms that represented or
succeeded Glassford & Company in Maryland and
Virginia. Among the firms documented here are
Glassford, Henderson, & Company; Glassford,
Gordon, Monteath, & Company; Findlay,
Hopkins, & Company; and Jamieson, Johnstone,
& Company. Prominent figures mentioned in the
collection include William Byrd III, Landon
Carter, Henry Lee, Richard Lee, George Mason,
and George Washington.
L110156. Shelf No.: MSS 18,978.

L110027. Shelf No.: MSS 13,219.

12 reels.

Shaker Community Papers
The Shakers, one of the most intriguing religious
sects
in
America,
are
comprehensively
documented in this collection of records from a
wide variety of communities. The Shaker
movement, or the United Society of Believers in
Christ’s Second Appearing, originated in a Quaker
revival in England in 1747. Led by James and Jane
Wardley, the sect blossomed after the appearance
of Ann Lee. “Mother Ann” believed herself to be
the recipient of the mother element of the spirit of
Christ. In 1774 she, accompanied by a few
followers, emigrated to New York State and
founded a colony near Albany. During the
subsequent century, the Shakers became
particularly well known for their belief in celibacy
and their range of manufactures. By the mid1900s, however, the movement was all but extinct.
This collection consists of records of six Shaker
communities in Connecticut, Kentucky, New
York, and Ohio, plus material relating to eleven
other communities. The collection spans the years
1792 to 1937, documenting Shaker theology and
religious practices, the role of music in daily life,
and the histories of various communities. Among
the records are letters, diaries, covenants, financial
and legal papers, hymnals, church orders, historical
sketches, and biographical sketches. This large and
important microfilm publication will be an
invaluable addition to collections in religious
studies and American history.

71 reels.

The Robert Morris Collection
The papers of Robert Morris contain financial,
legislative, and personal information on the
Philadelphia merchant whose efforts to fund the
Continental Army won him the title “financier of
the American Revolution.” As superintendent of
finance for the Continental Congress, Robert
Morris (1734-1806) successfully worked to
improve the status of the Continental dollar, the
chaotic system of supplying the army, and the
exhausted credit of the government. He is also
notable for originally voting against the motion for
independence in July of 1776, although he
ultimately signed the declaration itself. Morris later
served in the federal Constitutional Convention
and became a U.S. senator (1789-1795). The
Robert Morris collection spans the years 1776 to
1829 and is divided into five series:
•
•

Private letterbooks, 1794-1798.
Congressional proceedings, 1782-1784.
Miscellaneous and varied papers, 1776-1829.

L110017. Shelf No.: MSS 16,790.

32 reels.

Thomas Jefferson Papers
Consisting of over 27,000 documents, the Thomas
Jefferson Papers are the largest collection of Jefferson
documents in existence. The microfilm is
organized into nine series, spanning the years
1606-1827. Correspondence, memoranda, drafts of
documents, and notes compose two-thirds of the
papers. They document Jefferson’s activities as a
second Continental Congress delegate, his drafting
of the Declaration of Independence (June-July
1776), his position as governor of Virginia (1779-

Diary in the Office of Finance, 1781-1784.
Official letterbooks, 1781-1784.
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1781), his return to Congress as a representative
(1783-1784), and his appointment as minister
plenipotentiary in Europe and then minister to the
Court of Louis XVI, succeeding Benjamin
Franklin
(1784-1789).
Also
thoroughly
documented are his two administrations as
president from 1801 through 1809, when he
engineered the purchase of the Louisiana territory
and maintained American neutrality in the conflict
between France and Great Britain that led to the
War of 1812. Correspondence, drawings, maps,
and notes document the building of Washington,
D.C. Jefferson’s intellectual and political interests
are shown by his legal and literary commonplace
books, miscellaneous bound volumes of notes and
extracts, and manuscript volumes relating to
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Virginia
history, some of which were part of the personal
library he sold to Congress in 1815.

Series 5. Commonplace books.

Series 1. General correspondence and related
material (1651-1827)

Jefferson's copies of early Virginia laws and
historical records, in a general chronological
arrangement.
Reels 60 (cont’d)-65.

Jefferson’s notes on court casts and his reading on
law. One volume of his copies of literary extracts,
Reel 59.
sometimes called his “Literary Bible.”

Series 6. Randolph family manuscripts (17901889)
Correspondence and writings of the Randolph
family of Monticello and Edgehill. Reel 59 (cont’d).

Series 7. Miscellaneous bound volumes and
clippings.
Notes and writings on weather, Virginia history,
law, plantation matters, a catalog of his library, and
other documents, and clippings with subject
Reels 59 (cont’d)-60.
annotation by Jefferson.

Series 8. Virginia records (1606-1711).

Contains incoming letters and copies of outgoing
letters, drafts of state papers and memoranda,
Jefferson’s “ana,” and other papers, arranged
Reels 1-57.
chronologically.

Series 9. Collected manuscripts (1783-1822).
Letters and notes collected by the Library since
1920, arranged chronologically.
Reel 65 (cont’d).

Series 2. Horatio Gates letterbook
correspondence.

L110034. Shelf No.: MSS 16,813. Complete collection: 65
reels.

United States Newspapers from the
Library of Congress

Copies of letters made by Jefferson from General
Horatio Gates’ Revolutionary War letterbook
relating to Gates’ southern campaign, arranged
Reel 57 (cont’d).
chronologically in Series 2.

The Library of Congress offers newspapers in
microform for each of the 50 states. Consisting of
more than 500 titles, this collection will serve as an
excellent resource for Early American scholars.
Following is a partial listing of the available titles.
When ordering, please remember to include the
shelf number, product number, and dates
requested. Occasionally, some volumes/years may
be missing and titles may vary.

Series 3. District of Columbia miscellany.
Consists chiefly of Jefferson’s correspondence
with the District of Columbia commissioners, and
other officials relating to the District, with some
memoranda
by
Jefferson,
arranged
chronologically.
Reels 57 (cont’d)-58.

Series 4. Account books (1767-82).
Jefferson’s day-by-day accounts for the periods
1757-1770, 1773, and 1779-1782, the last two kept
in volumes of the Virginia Almanac – arranged
chronologically.
Reel 58 (cont’d).

Alexandria Gazette, 1784-1922. Alexandria, VA.
Shelf No. Np 2165. L11VA001.

219 reels.

National Gazette, 1791-1793; 1820-1841.
Philadelphia, PA Shelf No. Np 2157. L11PA012.

25 reels.

The National Intelligencer, 1800-1870. Washington, DC
Shelf No. Np 2016. 11DC018.
117 reels.
Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser, 1801-1839.
Philadelphia, PA
Shelf No. Np 2859. L11PA020.

55 reels.
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and Edward Telawny. Among the topics covered
are the expedition against Cartagena, Porto Bello,
and Javana; a proposed expedition against Georgia
and Florida; attempts to suppress piracy on the
Spanish main; the slave trade; commercial
operations of the South Sea Company; the
Newfoundland fisheries; control of Jamaica and
the Bahamas; relations with Indians; and the
expulsion of the Acadians from Nova Scotia.

Enquirer, May 9, 1804-Jan. 8, 1867; [Jan. 14July 29, 1851; Jan.-Dec. 1861 supplement
pertaining to the Virginia Constitution Convention],
Richmond, VA.
Shelf No. Np 2166. L11VA004.
43 reels.
Democratic Press, 1807; Dec. 26, 1810-Feb. 25,
1813; Jan.-June 1816; Jan. 1818-Nov. 1829,
Phila., PA
Shelf No. Np 3037. L11PA006.

15 reels.

Rhode Island American & General Advertiser,
Oct. 21, 1808-Oct. 16, 1810; Sept. 1811-Nov.
1832 (some volumes missing), Providence, RI.
Shelf No. Np 3055. L11RI003.

15 reels.

Dayton Daily Journal, 1808-1922 Dayton, OH
Shelf No. Np 2150. 1OH011.

312 reels.

Ohio State Journal, 1811-1922, Columbus, OH.
Shelf No. Np 2148. L11OH009.

122 reels.

L110158 Shelf No.: MSS 17,137.

6 reels (nos. 89-94).

Washington DC Gazette, Dec. 1817-Feb. 1826 (some
volumes missing), Washington, DC.
Shelf No. Np 2183. L11DC026.
10 reels.
The Columbian, 1817-1821, New York, NY.
Shelf No. Np 3015. L11NY008.

15 reels.

The Cincinnati Enquirer, 1818-1922. Cincinnati, OH
Shelf No. Np 2141. 1OH004.
401 reels
Southern Patriot, 1818-1830; 1831-1842 (there
are other later dates) Charleston, SC.
Shelf No. Np 3054 Product No. L11SC003.
The Edwardsville Spectator, 1819-1826
Edwardsville, IL.
Shelf No. Np 4659. L11IL008.
Courier for the Country, 1819-1827; 1829-1831;
1836-1837 New Orleans, LA.
Shelf No. Np 4668. L11LA001.

29 reels.

4 reels.

12 reels.

Weekly Arkansas Gazette, Nov. 1819-Nov. 1868, (some
volumes missing), Little Rock, AR.
Shelf No. Np 2009. L11AR004.
14 reels.
The New Hampshire Statesman, 1823-1824; 1827-1868
Concord, NH.
Shelf No. Np 2989. L11NH002.
23 reels.
Daily National Journal, Aug. 1824-1831 (some volumes
missing), Washington, DC.
Shelf No. Np 4783. L11DC013.
13 reels.
Portland Advertiser, 1824; 1825-1830; Sept. 1834-June 1843
(semiweekly), Portland, ME
Shelf No. Np 4650. L11ME008.
13 reels.

The Vernon-Wager Papers
This collection, dated 1654-1773, contains the
papers of British admirals Edward Vernon and Sir
Charles Wager, and relates chiefly to British naval
operations against the Spanish in the West Indies.
The
campaigns
are
documented
with
correspondence, accounts, instructions, reports,
and similar materials, while correspondents include
Sir Jeffrey Amherst, Martin Bladen, Thomas Gage,
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